USRPA & Centerville CMP Service Rifle EIC Match

USRPA & Centerville Small Arms
High Power Rifle EIC Match Program
Saturday 10 October 2020
0700 - Registration Time: Safety Briefing & Squadding (Please arrive early to help set-up)
0800 - Firing commences for the CMP EIC National Match Course, 50 Shot Rifle Match
Sanctioning - This will be a Sanctioned CMP Match to earn Excellence in Competition (EIC) Points
toward the Distinguished Rifleman Badge. Open to any shooter.

Course of Fire:

(No sighters)

Stage 1: One Stage of 10 rounds for record, Slow Fire in Standing Position, single load in a
maximum time of 10 minutes at 200 yards on a SR 200 yard target.
Stage 2: One Stage of 10 rounds for record, Rapid Fire in Sitting or Kneeling Position from *Standing
with a reload in a maximum time of 60 seconds at 200 yards on a SR 200 yard target.
Stage 3: One Stage of 10 rounds for record, Rapid Fire in Prone Position from *Standing with a
reload in a maximum time of 70 seconds at 300 yards on a SR-3 300 yard target.
Stage 4: One Stage of 20 rounds for record, Slow Fire in Prone Position, single load in a maximum
time of 20 minutes at 600 yards on a MR-1 600 yard target.
Firearms – This match is governed by the rules prescribed by the CMP for use in sanctioned CMP
EIC matches. A CMP Service Rifle, Alternative Rifle, and Match Rifle is defined as any rifle that
complies with rules per section 4 of the current CMP Highpower Rifle Competition Rules. Link to
rulebook found below.
Ammunition - Any safe ammunition except tracer, armor piercing, or incendiary as per section 4.3 of
the current CMP Highpower Rifle Competition Rules.
Responsibilities & Rules - CMP Highpower Rifle Competition Rules apply. Hearing and eye
protection, as per CMP rules, are now required! Empty chamber indicators are required and available
for $1.00. *Unless you are over 65 or have a confirmed medical condition you must start in standing
position on rapid fire stages to earn EIC points.

USRPA & Centerville CMP Service Rifle EIC Match

Cost - $25.00 per shooter (Please bring exact change if possible)
Awards - CMP Bronze, Silver, and Gold EIC Achievement Pins will be awarded at the conclusion of
the match. Scoresheets will be submitted to the CMP for final EIC credit point calculation and posting
on the official CMP Match Bulletin page. Bronze, Silver, and Gold place medals will be mailed to the
winning competitors, by the CMP.
Range Facilities - This is a rustic setting and there is no cover, shade, or electricity at the range.
Bring water, sunscreen, and sustenance as needed. Dress for the predicted weather of the day. No
smoking. There are restroom facilities, bring your own toiletries.
Duties - Competitors are required to help score targets, work pits, set up and put away targets.
Contact - Match director Scott R. Asbell at 801-368-2233 or asbellsc @ yahoo.com with any
questions.
CMP Highpower Rifle Competition Rule book http://thecmp.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/2020HighpowerRifleRules.pdf
Directions - From I-15, take exit 319 toward Centerville and travel east on 400 North. Turn right onto
400 East and continue south toward 100 South. Turn left onto 100 South and continue east toward
850 East. At the Y intersection jog slightly left onto 850 East and follow toward Firebreak Road (dirt
road). Turn right onto Firebreak road (drive slow, rough terrain) and follow until you arrive at an open
sandy area. Here you will negotiate a sharp left turn (to go north) continuing on the dirt road. Follow
this road as it makes a bend to the right. Proceed through the Centerville Shooting Range gate and
follow it until you reach the large “V” on the mountainside. At the “V” you will reach a second gate.
This is the place. At times a high clearance vehicle is recommend to reach the range. Lat: 40.9093
Long: -111.8564
Recognition - Match sponsored by Centerville Small Arms Club with special thanks to Utah State
Rifle and Pistol Association, Utah County Service Rifle Club, and the Civilian Marksmanship Program.
Match program subject to change due to weather, range conditions, or at the discretion of the
match director.

